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Scale
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Article: 131-0707
UPC: 888338337896

Save time and simplify your cash management. The Safescan 6175 rapidly value counts coins, bills and even non-cash items with the highest level of 
accuracy. Within minutes you will know the exact value of each cash drawer, and have a complete overview stored on your device and ready to add to 
your administration. Perfect for when you need to count multiple cash drawers quickly. Thanks to its adaptive design, large display and improved 
user-friendly interface, your cash counting will be easier, faster and more reliable than ever. 

Money Counting Scale
Safescan 6175

Value counts multiple cash drawers in no-time

Counts loose coins and bills, coin rolls, coin 
bags and bundled bills

Counts and processes non-cash items such as 
vouchers, coupons, tokens and chips

Can count multiple cash drawers in just 
minutes when combined with our custom 
accessories

- Money counting scale that value counts sorted coins and bills
- Counts loose coins and bills, coin rolls, coin bags and bundled bills
- Counts and processes non-cash items such as vouchers, coupons,

tokens and chips
- Counts old and new versions of the same bill denomination together
- Can count your entire cash drawer in just a minute when combined

with our custom accessories
- Shows a complete overview of counting results per denomination
- Stores the counting results of up to twenty individual sessions on the

device

- Can link counting results of different sessions to personally chosen
3-digit reference number

- Can deduct the starting value from the end count to calculate day
totals

- Link date and timestamps to counting results with its real-time clock
- Calibrate a second coin cup from your own cash drawer to speed-up

counting process
- Easily operated thanks to its intuitive user interface and large 4.1 inch

LCD display
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Technical specifications

Product type:  Money counting scale
Counting options:  Counts loose coins and bills, coin rolls, coin bags, bundled bills and non-cash items
Pre-installed currencies:  USD, CAD, MXN, EUR, GBP, CHF, CNY, HKD
Storage:  Internal memory with reference function
Currency updates: Free currency updates can be installed via the included USB cable
Display:  Large 4.1’’ LCD display
Dimensions:  5.6 x 9.6 x 5.8 inch
Weight:  1.19 lb
Power:  110V-240V
Certafications / Compliancies: CE, WEEE, RoHS, REACH

Package contents

- Safescan 6175
- Money platform
- Coin cup
- Power adapter
- USB cable
- Get started flyer

Warranty

- 3 years

Accessories

Safescan LB-205 Rechargeable battery
Art. no: 131-0477

Safescan TP-230 Thermal printer
Art. no: 134-0535 black

Safescan 4617CC Coin cup set
Art. no: 132-0647


